Chang Che
3530 Fox Hunt Dr. Ann Arbor MI 48105, US
(+44) 744 435 3904 chang.che@new.ox.ac.uk
EDUCATION
University of Oxford
MPhil in Political Theory
Princeton University (GPA 3.80 / 4.0)
A.B. in Comparative Literature (with Honors)
Minor in Statistics & Machine Learning; Gender and Sexuality Studies

Oxford, United Kingdom
2018 – Present
Princeton, New Jersey
2013 – 2017

EDITORIAL & WRITING EXPERIENCE
Oxford Review of Books (Oxford’s leading literature and cultural review)
Oxford
Editor
2018 – Present
• Editor of publication centered around culture and literature. Sourced, edited, and contributed articles; hired and managed
a team of writers; organized lectures and events with leading writers; distributed nationally in WH Smiths and the
London Book Fair; previous issues have featured poetry by Simon Armitage and interviews with writers from Salman
Rushdie to Sally Rooney.
Oxford Political Review (Publication focusing on current affairs, political theory, and international relations)
Oxford
Deputy Editor
2018 – Present
• Sourced, edited, and contributed articles; led interviews and production of the publication’s podcast series (available on
Google, Apple Podcast app, and Spotify); hired and managed writers and section editors. Past issues have included
interviews with thought leaders from Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd to philosopher Peter Singer.
Oxford Student Newspaper (Oxford’s largest student newspaper)
Oxford
News Deputy Editor
2018 – Present
• Editor and contributor for the news section. Provided analysis of political debates and speeches around Oxford along
with other university related news.
The Daily Princetonian (one of the oldest college newspapers in the US)
Columnist
• Opined on issues such as free speech, gender equality, and affirmative action.

Princeton
2016 – 2017

WORK EXPERIENCE
Analysis Group, Inc. (Vault #5 Best Consulting Firms for Economic Consulting)
Boston, Massachusetts
Analyst
July 2017 – July 2018
• Economic consultancy offering rigorous econometric analysis for corporate litigation and health care outcomes research.
• Produced the analysis and data visualizations (using multiple coding languages) for expert reports in corporate litigation.
• Web scraped data and provided the main analysis for two academic papers (pending publication); the first is on DOJ
antitrust enforcement bias and the second on the inefficiency of pension systems in Massachusetts.
Amazon
Tokyo, Japan
Operations Finance Analyst
Summer 2016
• Data analyst working on Amazon’s supply chains; worked to reduce costs by predicting inbound shipment quantities.
• Improved operational efficiencies by 12% (saving Amazon JP ~$1M) by augmenting their inbound shipment forecast
using econometric regressions.
SKILLS
Languages: English (Native); Mandarin (Fluent); Japanese (Fluent); Latin (Proficient); French (Basic)
Technical: Expert in R and Python, Expert in Web scraping data, Proficient in Stata, SAS, and Microsoft Excel
Speech: High School Forensics Debate Individual Storytelling State Runner-Up

